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The

BY KELLY SHEEHAN

With rumors of unregistered townhouse parties being broken up with Stag
Card readers purchased this year, students
have been nervous about throwing and attending parties on campus.
But residence life says the department
is no longer using the two $ 189 machines
at unregistered townhouse parties that appear to be in violation of party policies or
the student code of conduct.
"The plan was never to use them at
registered parties, but only at parties in
violation of policies," said Laura Cantrell,

associate director of residence life.
The CardTool devices, which are
three-track magnetic stripe card readers,
each come equipped with one megabyte of
flash memory. They store data in databases
and display it on iPod-like screens, called
Card Visors.
These machines are typically used to
read driver's licenses' magnetic strips at
clubs, bars, automobile dealerships, liquor
stores and health clubs.
They seemed like the perfect way to
discourage underage drinking and record
students' Stag Card information quickly.
However, problems soon arose.

"They worked fine at [unregistered]
townhouse parties," said Cantrell. "The
problem was that it is a bit more labor
intensive to get the. information from
the palm pilot to a report than we had
wanted."
Cantrell said that in order to get the
information from the CardVisor to a report,
many computer applications are needed
and it is not any easier than manually recording names at parties. The software was
never broken, although a phone call to the
company's tech support was needed.
SEE "CARD" ON P.
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Getting carded:
The CardVisor
allowed for easy
capturing of
student ID
information, but
ultimately created
difficulty when
trying to move
the data from the
device to a report.
Contributed photo

RA

BY MEGAN

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Making a choice: Rob Zwillich '08 votes at Osborne Hill School in Fairfield Tuesday during the 2004 presidential elections. In a similar electoral breakdown to 2000, Bush defeated Kerry in a close race. Other
races were similarly close; Christopher Shays hung on to his congressional seat, narrowly defeating Diane
Farrell. For pictures of Shays and Farrell from election night, see page 2.

0
BY HEATHER MANNING

The hard seats of a courtroom are the
last place carefree students expect to end
up after a weekend spent enjoying themselves off campus.
Yet for some unlucky students, this
scenario has been a reality, and not always
a pleasant one.
When Tony Bachich '05 and Tom
Andreacchio '05 attended Bridgeport
Municipal Court along with their roommates for a noise violation at the beach,
they were surprised by the treatment they
received.

"Basically, the judge said we were
a waste of her time and didn't want to
hear our story. She said if we plead guilty
and paid a fine nothing would go on our
records," they said. "But if we tried to
plead not guilty we would lose, and then
that would go on our permanent record.
We felt like we had no choice but pay
the fine."
The group was upset since they had
planned to fight the ticket because they
believe that the loud noise came from
adjacent houses and not their own.
SEE "ONE" ON P.
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Chris Donato/The Mirror

Challenging rules: Students felt bullied
by the local judicial system over fines.

J. MAHONEY

The department of residence life
has been under fire lately for its policies
and university codes of conduct after the
dismissals and resignations of several
residence life staff members in recent
weeks.
However, more
alarming to many current
RA STRIFE
and former members of
This is the
third in a
the resident staff is the
series of
lack of trust within the
stories
on the
system as the infractions
difficulties
of Clark Callahan, Becky
facing the
Robinson and Kevin Sav- department of
ille were reported by other residence life.
RAs.
"Another problem is
the lack of brotherhood
EDITORIAL
among the RAs them- Is res. life doing
selves," said Sean Bar- the right thing?
rett '05, a former RA in
Page 15
Loyola. "The students that
are RAs are supposed to
support one another so that QUESTION OF
there can be some kind of
THE WEEK
trust, not police each other,
Are RA jobs
but that is exactly what's
too difficult?
going on."
Page 16
John Vallee '06 previously told The Mirror,
"When you become an RAr it's a common
understanding that you look out for each
other, watch out for each other. It's like a
family."
The department of residence life
takes pains to ensure that this "family"
does exist within each residence hall and
within the entire staff during the intensive two-week-long training all RAs go
through.
SEE "TRUST" ON P.
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SHAYS HANGS ON
► Christopher Shays photos by Chris Donato <
► Diane Farrell photo by Lauren Cesiro t
Republican incumbent Christopher Shays won his tenth term
in Congress on Tuesday over Westport First Selectwoman Diane
Farrell.
After spending time with supporters thanking them for their
support, above, Shays approached the podium shortly before 11
p.m. to announce to supporters that he had received a call from
Farrell conceding.
"I just got a call from Diane Farrell who congratulated me on
our victory," he said. "She said, like me, she is happy it is over.
I told her that her future is boundless, I just hope it is not at my
expense."
Farrell contacted Shays around 10:15 p.m., calling his cell
phone, middle right, to concede the election. Farrell delivered
her concession speech around 11 p.m., bottom right, thanking' her
supporters for their support.
This was the closest race for Congress in Fairfield County in
years.
Shays, a 17-year incumbent, carried most of Fairfield County's
suburban towns to win the seat for the 4th Congressional District.
According to WTNH, at press time with 72 percent of precincts
reporting, Shays had 111,945 votes, or 55 percent, and Farrell had
91,762 votes, or 45 percent.
He told a crowd at the Norwalk Inn that he has seen eight
years of hate and anger, against President Clinton, and then
against President Bush. He promised to work against this anger
and to realize that it has to be about what is best for the country.
Other races around the country for Congress were also close,
including the 2nd Congressional District, where incumbent Rob
Simmons, with 56 percent of the vote, defeated challenger Jim
Sullivan, with 44 percent of the vote, according to WTNH.
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Simply the BEST: New hi-tech classroom
All business students will be required to
spend time in the BEST classroom as part of
their introduction to finance course.
Students who are struggling with the

was once limited to reading textbooks and
taking notes.
"I'm eager to see how students will
benefit from the real-life experience. I

well-known university whose similar room
became another computer lab, a sort of
Ring! Ring! The sound of the bell
showpiece that no one really used.
echoes the start of a new day. A red ticker
"The faculty here is committed to using
of corporate acronyms and
it," said Tucker.
stock prices swirls around your
Many other colleges and
head.
universities have begun imWord travels that the marplementing rooms similar to
ket price for a particular fiFairfield's BEST classroom,
nancial security has changed.
including Pennsylvania State
Floods of people run one way
University in 2002.
yelling, Buy! Buy!
"The BEST classroom
Minutes later, the opposite
is necessary if we are going
fluctuation occurs, and before
to remain competitive with
you know it, people are running
other schools," said Tucker.
the opposite direction yelling,
So just how beneficial is
Sell! Sell!
simulated learning, compared
You look around, and it
to the traditional lecture?
occurs to you that the stock
A recent Chronicle of
ticker is not located above the
Higher Education story refloor of the Stock Exchange, or
ported that technology and its
anywhere near Wall Street, for
use for simulated learning inthat matter.
creases personal contact beRather, it is part of Fairfield
tween professor and student,
University's Dolan School of
making the professor into a
Business' new Business Educatutor instead of a lecturer.
tion Simulation and Trading, or
In a generation where
BEST, classroom.
children grow up playing inThis new classroom, schedtense simulated video games,
uled to open in mid-November,
Alicia Cuttonaro/The Mirror it is inevitable that this type
will be equipped with 35 com- The next BEST thing: The new Business School classroom will be cutting edge technology for the classroom.
of learning will make its way
puters, each containing finaninto the classroom, according
cial software and one television.
confusing jargon of traditional finance think it'd be pretty cool," said Carolyn to the Chronicle.
A new seminar room will be located textbooks can enhance their learning by Brayfield '06.
Business students at Fairfield UniverKatie Lucca '07 agreed.
sity seem excited and enthusiastic about
on one side of the classroom and a Reuters tracking portfolios*, witnessing real-time
"I think it's a really neat idea because using the BEST classroom.
room with six computers will be located on trading, and having Datastream access to
"I think it's a great idea," said business
the other side. Reuters is a leading source historical information on financial markets it will give students hands-on experience
before they go into the workplace," Lucca student Emily Nixon '06.
of breaking business news, stock quotes and for all countries in the world.
"It will give the Dolan School of Busiglobal market data.
Although students aren't actually said.
The success of the BEST classroom re- ness that extra edge," she said.
"It is a selling point for students to participating in the buying and selling of
come here," said Dr. Michael Tucker of the stock, they now have an opportunity for lies upon the faculty and its integration into
an up-to-date, simulated experience that the curriculum, said Tucker, who recalled a
Finance Department.
BY ALICIA CUTTONARO

Picture Perfect: Senior yearbook pictures pricey for some
BY BURIM GjIDIJA
Some say that a picture is worth a
thousand words, however, Fairfield University prices theirs a little differently, at
$70 a pop.
Along with commencement letters and
senior week schedules that many graduating
students have been inundated with, seniors
have also received notification of time slots
available to take yearbook photos.
An e-mail was distributed to all graduating seniors that urged them to make appointments for a photo session with Lauren
Studios. The portraits would be displayed
in "The Manor," Fairfield University's
yearbook.
The Manor is a traditional publication
that is part of the Fairfield University's
legacy, and is mailed the fall semester after
graduation to those who have ordered the
books.
The $70 cost for the photo session is a
non-refundable fee that must be paid in cash.
This cost includes a copy of the yearbook
and proofs to submit to "The Manor," but
does not cover any separate picture packages

the opportunity to
that students would
appear in an imlike to purchase for
portant publication
distribution to famthat often gains
ily and friends.
value as the years
Photos are taken
in The Manor office
goby."
The yearbook
on the ground floor
will display the picof the Barone Camtures of students
pus Center. Lauren
who had shots
Studios was enlisted
taken over last few
to handle the volume
weeks, as well as
of seniors who have
their full names and
expressed interest in
majors.
taking photos.
Many of the
Retakes will
concerns expressed
also be offered in a
by seniors involve
few weeks, for any
the cost for the
student interested, at
session and yearno additional cost.
book, which leaves
Megan Talt '05,
Steven M. Andrews/ The Mirror some students a
of "The Manor" exMemories: Megan Talt '05 with the two most little wary to complained the pricing
recent issues, '02 and '03 of the yearbook.
plete this rite of
and how the fee
passage.
would be allocated.
Ora Dortche '05,. who will be graduat"The fee is split between the studio that
takes the portraits and the publishers of the ing in the spring, feels that the price is a little
actual yearbook," she said. "Students have too high in consideration of other factors.

"I think the cost is rather expensive
considering what we are getting for our
money," said Dortche. "It is our senior year
and we have many other financial obligations to consider, like graduation and senior
week fees."
"To pay $70 to simply have our picture placed in the yearbook seems a little
ridiculous, considering that we must pay additional costs to order proofs for our friends
and loved ones," she said.
Talt says she understands the concerns
involved with pricing and the limited time
slots available for shoots.
"I've heard lots of complaints about the
price of the photos as well as the cash-only
policy," said Talt, "but even though they are
slightly costly, The Manor will definitely
make it worth everyone's money."
Seniors are encouraged to submit their
own group photos of the past four years to
The Manor, addressing them to mailbox A in
the campus center as soon as possible.
However, only portraits taken by Lauren Studios will be accepted for publication
in "The Manor."
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One beach house upset over
treatment of noise violation
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

The group brought photographs taken
around the time of the infraction as physical evidence, as well as witnesses, to try
and prove that their noise violation was a
miscommunication.
"You feel completely out of your element," said Bachich. "There are people
being led in with orange jumpsuits and
handcuffs for who knows what charges,
and we were sitting there because someone
thought we had a loud party."
However, after waiting in court for
several hours, the judge asked to speak to a
group of cases, including theirs, outside of
the courtroom where she told them how she
felt about their case.
When the judge talked to the student
representing their group, she was not interested in seeing any evidence or hearing
any witnesses.
"It sucks, it's a mockery of justice,"
said Andreacchio.
When a student gets a ticket off-campus, the university is notified through contacts with the Fairfield Police department.

.The
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Whether these infractions take place locally
at the beach, or further away at a bar in
Norwalk, the university finds out.
The students then are entered into the
campus judicial system. Students meet with
the director or assistant director of judicial to
talk about the incident, and further judicial
action depends on the situation.
Since students do not have control
over when they will appear in court, most
students end up missing several classes in
order to attend their appointment.
Coordinator of Off-campus Students
Duane Melzer stressed that students should
remember that "state court and judicial
systems are two separate organizations, so
students have to answer to both systems
because they are independent of each other.
There are state and town laws, but also
as students you need to follow university
code."
Rachel Donnelly '05 doesn't relish
the idea of going to Bridgeport Municipal
Court: "I've never been to court so I don't
know what it would be like, but I imagine
it would be kind of scary unless I could get
out of it by crying."

It"s worth looking into

Mo's Wine & Spirits
/fC^

Great Prices;
People & Products !

Come Celebrate Alumni Weekend
with us at Mo ]$ I
Magic Hat Tasting Friday October 29th 4-6 pm
Magic Hat #9 12 pk
Magic Hat Fat Angel 12 pk
Magic Hat 6 Pks ALL

$11.99
$10.99
$ 5.99

Beer Specials
Natty Light 1/2 kegs

$39.99

Keystone Light 30 pk

$11.99

203.255.7623
953 Post Road, Fairfield (just south of Joe's American Grill)
We give Case Discounts* & Deliver* ....* minimums apply.
NOW Open:

Mon. ■ Wed. 9:00 - 8:00 • Thurs. ■ Sat. 9:00 • 9:00
www.moswines.com

WE CARD... so don't even think about it unless you're 21.
Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices subject to change without notice.
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rREMBiANl
Quebec?. Canada ' \V.

Days/Night
Lift Tickets
Condo Lodging
Serious Nightlife
You must be 18
to consume alcohol
in Canada

1.800.999.skL9 /
ROUNDTR1P BUS AVAIL.

From only
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* CLASSIFIEDS
FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD Transferring in? Charming, fullyfurnished 1BR cottage available
w/spiral staircase to loft. Sliders to
huge deck (dramatic sunsets) directly
on wide canal opposite Long Island
Sound and beach. Dock included,
for inflatables or kayak. Wood-burning stove + gas heat, washer-dryer,
shingled bedroom w/air conditioning.
Track lights, all dishware, utensils,
microwave, coffee maker, blender.
Ideal for 2-3 occupants. Near deadend of road. Available now through
May or June '05. $1,800 monthly.
Phone to see. 227-2771 (Westport).
Work part time on campus
with flexible hours while earning $15
an hour. Applicants must be outgoing
and motivated. Ask for Kurt or Jen.
888-427-7672 ext 421
Spring Break from $489
Bahamas, Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica! Free Parties, Free Drinks.
Sign up early and save. Organize a
small group and you travel free. Or
sell more and get paid commission.
Call 1-800-438-7861
P/T Employment/Flexible Hoursearn $30 per hour or more, with travel
benefits. Call 908-431 -1900 x115
Staff Needed for Promotions $25/hour
Female Spokesmodels wanted to
represent premium spirits brands.
We seek energetic & outgoing individuals. Must be 21.
E-mail ctjobsusc@hotmail.com or
203/602-5030
Spring Break 2005 with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator.
Hiring campus reps. Call for group
discounts. Info/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of you group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
CAMPUS REPS!
SPRING BREAKERS!
Earn $$ or Discount
For all the HOT Spring Break trips!
NEW - Las Vegas! Puerto Vallarta!
28 Years of Student Travel
TWO Free Trips - 15 travelers
1-866-SPRINGBreak (866-777-4642)
www.spri ng break.com
Marketing Agency seeks High Energy, Responsible individuals for
Promotional Events.
Must Have Own Vehicle. $15.00
Dollars an hour.
Call : 1-888-477-6668
http://www.HausPromotions.com

The Mirror can accept your
classified ads by e-mail
too. Starting as low as $15.
Send your classified to:
themirror® stag web. fairfield.
edu along with your name
and billing information.

HOT SPRING BREAKS
Discount Coupons up to $200
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica &
Bahamas packages with air.
Our staff's 20th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com

Place a classified ad for as low as $15 for 20 words!
Call Mark (203) 256-6594 for more information.
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It keeps growing and growing: Mold now in Kostka
were installed to help make sure the
mold doesn't become airborne," said
Many more students are
Gary Stephenson, director of housing
experiencing mold in the Kostka
operations.
showers than the handlful that
However, the vents are located
have actually reported it to union the opposite side of the bathroom
versity housing officials,
from the shower and do not seem to
"It was much easier for us
be alleviating the problem.
to just grab bleach and detergent
"Normal shower mold should
while we were at the store rather
be able to be eliminated with mild
than wait for the housing office
household detergents," said Cleary.
to come down to our room,"
"Our shower mold went away
said Kostka resident Brian Gorfor a little while once we soaked our
man '07.
shower in bleach. That's the only
Joe Pesce '07, also a suite
thing that worked," said Ali Wilson
resident, agreed with Gorman.
'07, a Kostka resident.
"I don't mind waiting for
Mold has been an ongoing probmaintenance to come to my room
lem here at Fairfield. Two summers
for an electrical problem or a
ago, 28 students were moved to the
broken towel rack," he said. "But
townhouses after a large amount
I want the mold in my shower
of mold was found growing in the
removed right away,"
Mirror File Photo apartments.
Typically, there are four stu- Tight quarters: The crowded conditions in the bathroom may be triggering the mold problem in the suites.
Small mold problems were also
dents to one shower stall in both
found in two townhouse basements in
floors that trap the water and moisture," said cially concerned are those prone to alKostka and Claver Halls.
2003, according to Stephenson.
One possible reason for the excessive Kostka resident Allison Barra '07. "After the lergies and those who have symptoms of
Because the mold problem in the apartmold may be that the showers never get a mold starts growing on the shower floor, it asthma, as they are much more sensitive.
ments in 2003 could not be contained by
chance to dry out because of their extensive then grows up the caulking of the walls."
According to the Environmental Pro- university officials, an outside firm called
use, Fairfield County health department ofAccording to Cleary, the mold in show- tection Agency, when moisture problems EnviroMed was paid $200,000 by the unificial Sand Cleary suggests.
ers has the same effect of any other mold and occur and mold growth results, building versity to get rid of the mold.
The students are frequently on differ- isn't safer than any other type of indoor or occupants may begin to report odors and a
"If mold is found in any of the Fairfield
ent schedules and shower at many different outdoor mold.
variety of health problems, such as head- University facilities, the housing department
times during the*day in many college dorThe problems tend to occur once the aches, breathing difficulties, skin irritation, needs to be made aware of it," Stephenson
mitories, which may be a factor.
mold becomes airborne and gets into resi- allergic reactions and aggravation of asthma said. "We will then send maintenance to
determine whether or not it really is mold
"I think the problem with the showers is dents' respiratory systems.
symptoms.
the uneven gravel-like texture of the shower
The people who need to be espei "The exhaust vents in the bathrooms and we then simply clean it."
BY MEGAN FLYNN

Students... take our Best and Worst 2004 survey for your chance to win!
Simply fill out the survey below and return it to Box AA in the mailroom by Nov. 11.
Ten people will win $ 10 gift certificates from Angus Steakhouse!
BEST

WORST

BEST

WORST

Deli

Tanning salon

Mexican

Supermarket

Chinese

Bar

Fast Food

Happy Hour

Diner

Liquor Store

Parent Grub

Drugstore

Burgers

CD Store

Bagel

Video Rentals

Coffee

Place to get condoms

Pizza

Hook-up Spot

Nachos

Dorm

Chicken Wings

Professor

Gas station
Hair salon

OPTIONAL: Submit your name, and it will be put into a random
drawing for a gift certificate to Angus Steakhouse on the Post Road.
Names will not be used in survey tally or results published.

Hot dog

Name:

Box#

Ext.
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Trust issues linger weeks later
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CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
CASEY AMMERMAN
Tuesday, Oct. 26
11:12 p.m. -An unregistered vehicle
was given the boot.

CONTINUED

result
of other
RAs reporting
their infractions.
"We go to camp
Callahan, the
overnight to facilitate
former Jogues RHC,
staff development," said
was forced to resign after
Fran Koerting, director of
he broke a cardinal code of
residence life. "We do team-building activities with the assistance of Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror conduct. He was the primary RHC on duty Saturday, Oct. 9 and was
the YMCA staff and low ropes elements."
Colleen Sweeney '05, an RAin Claver, required to stay within 30 miles of campus.
enjoyed the team-building exercises and However, he traveled into New York City
and was spotted and reported by an RA.
found them to be very beneficial.
"We did the human knot, where we all
Robinson and Saville lost their posihold hands and have to untangle ourselves, tions after another RA in their own building
and got to know everybody," she said. "At informed higher authorities that they had
camp, we all got blindfolded and, either violated university alcohol policies.
So, the family that residence life
with a partner or as a team, went over obstrives to create has turned on themselves.
stacles and through the woods."
The rest of training consists of pro- Instead of watching each other's backs, the
cedural matters such as emergency situ- focus is now on watching their own.
"I heard that RAs are ratting other
ations, duty, judicial reports, inspections,
programming, and maintenance, according RAs out," said Vallee. "I am pretty pissed
off about it and I have no respect for that.
to Koerting.
The staff also works on skills neces- It's absurd."
Barrett agreed with Vallee.
sary for an RA such as listening, roommate
"One of the perks was being in this
mediation, building a dorm community,
safety, Jesuit ideals, communication, and kind of extended family where you can
have ultimate trust with your co-workers,"
building preparation.
However, the trust within the family he said. "When that is broken, the RA job
has taken a blow as all three dismissals and becomes completely miserable and turns
resignations of staff members came as a into a game of Survivor."
FROM

p. 1

Wednesday, Oct. 27
11:50 a.m. - A handicapped sign was
stolen from the Canisius Faculty
Staff lot.
10:43 p.m. - Birthday candles set off
the fire alarm on the first floor of
Loyola. The students were given
a verbal warning.
Thursday, Oct. 28
7:46 a.m. -A Public Safety officer
found a fake quad parking permit. The student was referred to
judicial.
Saturday, Oct. 30
2:30 a.m. - A Criminal Trespass
Warning was issued to a suspended student found walking
around campus. He was escorted
off campus.

11:35 a.m. - A Jeep struck an-FU
Public Safety spare car causing
some damage to both cars.
1:09 p.m. - A vehicle driving through
the rear lot of the gym struck a
parked car. There were no injuries.
6:15 p.m. - Toast was on fire in a
toaster at the townhouses. The
residents extinguished the burnt
toast.
Sunday, Oct. 31
6:00 p.m. - A student on the restricted
driving list was found.operating
her vehicle. She was told to park
at the Pepsico Theater.
Monday, Nov. 1
6:25 p.m. - A student reported her cell
phone lost. It was not found.
8:55 p.m. - A student reported a person turning door handles in Gonzaga. The person was located and
the case is under investigation.

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Steven M. Andrews at x6529.
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Taco Loco Specials!

Mark Servidio
ADVERTISING MANAGER

. Mondav's-Fridav's

Taylor Clarke
CIRCULATION

HODDV

Hour Specials!

3:00 pm -6:30 pm! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2.25. 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts!

• Tuesday's ALL DAY! 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen
Margaritas ALL DAY TUESDAY! Lime, Strawberry, Peach,
Mango, Banana. Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6;30pm
• Wednesday's! Corona Madness! $2.25 Corona Beers
JXLWPr>KlF<>DAYLMexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm
•

UTSday S! All our famous hot and spicy buffalo wings
you can eat with a Draft Beer only $9.95/pp & HH 3-6:30-pm
"M

• Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas S2.25. 1 /2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts, 3:-6:30 pm!

■ Saturday & Sunday! Ole! Wake up and smell the
fresh cafe con leche! Our brunch is superb... eggs, waffles,
pancakes, potatoes, chorizo. burritos, quesadillas, tamales,
chirms, taco bar and so much more... with $2.00 OFF our
Margaritas! Saf's &. Sun's from 10:30 am to 2:30 pm!
Must be 21 years old with valid ID to be served alcoholic
beverages. Please drink responsibly!
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Service for sanctions not always an option
BY CARA MUZIK
When it comes to disciplinary procedures at Fairfield University, community
service is not often an option. Students face
monetary fines, which increase with repeated offenses, for drinking and parking.
And most of the time, fines are as far
as it goes.
The university stresses the Jesuit ideal
of community, priding itself on the high
percentage of students who perform community service.
Recently, The Mirror featured several
articles on students who had volunteered
their time in a variety of causes such as
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer, the
Livestrong bracelets, Brown Bag Lunch
program, Prospect House Soup Kitchen
and more.
Alternate spring break trips with the
Campus Ministry offer service experiences
in Appalachia with Habitat for Humanity
last year and Nicaragua this spring.
Recently, Father Fernando Cardenal,
a Nicaraguan Jesuit, lectured on campus
with the message, "Serve and you will be
happy."
However, a perfect opportunity for extended service for more Fairfield students is
largely being ignored; judicial sanctions.
However, students complain that the
university's disciplinary procedures are
designed to collect large sums of money in
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the university, fining seems to be the most
common consequence.
Meanwhile, although there is a wide
array of penalties for drug and alcohol offenses, parking offenses are punishable by
fine only.
Once a student is deemed a "repeat
offender" after receiving five tickets for
$20 each, fines for subsequent offenses are
raised to $70.
"Last fiscal year, the university collected $120,380 in parking fines," Fairfield
University officials reported.
Students are outraged by the steep
charges and would rather do service instead
of paying.
Nicole Cappiccille '06, found herself
with a bill for $600 in parking fines at the
end of last semester.
"It just seems absurd that Fairfield
acknowledges the lack of parking here,"
said Cappiccille. "If it's dark and you're
by yourself, and you park somewhere that
your sticker says you can't, they charge you
a ton of money."
"I would have jumped at the chance
to do community service instead of paying
ridiculous fines," she said.
Wadden agreed. "I think having to
give up time to help others is a better sanction both for the student and others. It gets
you beyond the Fairfield bubble for a little
bit."
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Card readers will be put to other uses on campus
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"It is great for 100 or 500 names, but a bit labor intensive for 20 names," said Cantrell.
Just because residence life isn't using the card readers
anymore to record individuals' information at parties where
alcohol is being served doesn't mean that students are less
likely to be caught in violation.
The party policies and student code of conduct is still
enforced and the manual recording of students' StagCards
still occurs.
According to Cantrell, a RHC, townhouse manager,
or Public Safety officer is typically present at the front and
back door of the house in violation as well.
Some students think that Residence Life tried using
the StagCard readers with the hope of bringing underage
drinking on campus to a halt.
"Residence life can't stop underage drinking; people
are going to drink no matter what," said Matt Lupo '06. "I
think it was a poor attempt to stop it."
But Cantrell said that residence life originally introduced the readers only to help the department record information. She doesn't think card readers alone could have a
significant impact on underage drinking.
"I would love to be optimistic and think that one card
reader could deter underage drinking, but the reality is that
the issues surrounding underage drinking at college are a
bit more complicated to address than a card reader could
accomplish," said Cantrell.
Townhouse Manager Katie Doherty '05 agreed and
said that residence life didn't want to scare students by
introducing the idea of StagCard readers.
They simply wanted to push townhouse and apartment
residents to register their parties. If parties are registered, there
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Scan away: Card readers are not as easy to use or time-saving as previously thought.

will be fewer incidents of underage drinking and violations.
"By registering a party, it enforces the idea that underage students shouldn't be drinking because they won't have
the required wrist band and therefore won't be served," said
Doherty.
Residence life says the money they spent on the readers
will not go to waste. Because the card readers can run between
$300 and $500, depending on portability and function, the

department carefully decided which devices to purchase.
What seems like a splurge of close to $400 was in fact
the least amount of money the residence life could have
spent for two card readers.
"The readers did not work as we had hoped. But we
still have them and are using them for other things in our
office such as summer conferences," said Cantrell.
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Puffy wins FUSA
Presidency
by Joshua O'Connell
After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
while Neubauer received
370.
Jiliian Grant was re-elected
as VP of Programming with
approximately 65% of the
SS,. while Brett Rttterback
.Kevin Saville in a
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See
Saw
Seven" times the suspense
!!
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Editor: Tara Touloumis
E-mail: themirror@stagweb

abductions and grotesque murders - two aspects of life that our
society knows all too well.
"Saw," a psychologically horrifying thriller, is an in
What EW calls a "knockoff," I call original. Despite
tense film that follows in the footsteps of the
Jigsaw's treacherous plotting and shocking
savage serial killer predecessor "Seven."
motives, the harrowing puppet-masked killer
FLICK FACTS
Upon waking, two men discover themnever actually does the killing. Instead,
Rating
selves in a mysteriously blackened room,
Jigsaw draws excitement from watching
each chained to pipes on opposing walls.
his victims struggle for their lives. Each
After shedding light on the disgustingly
instance is perfectly planned right down to
Movie:
putrid bathroom in which they lay, the two
the smallest and most insignificant detail,
men suddenly realize they are trapped inside
making the story even more believable and
Saw
a vicious game, where answers lie only in the
terrifying.
Starring:
mind of a seriously disturbed and psychotic
It wouldn't be inaccurate to compare
killer nicknamed "Jigsaw."
Leigh Wannell
"Saw" with "Seven." However, with nearly
A dead body lies in the center of the
10 years in between the creation of the films,
Cary Elwes
room, with its brains blown out and a revolvdifferences are to be expected along with
Danny Glover
er in one hand. Their only clues are found
modernization of the formula. I left the
on a mini tape recorder, leading the men to
theatre feeling extremely disturbed. The
discover two individual hacksaws. Although
unshakeable images from this movie remain
these saws are not strong enough to cut through the chains firmly fixed in my mind. The fast-paced editing of sheer terror
constricting them, but just able to handle another job - the and brutal killings along with a twisted storyline make "Saw"
sawing off of their own feet.
the scariest movie of the year.
And if things couldn't get worse, I
The only word that fully describes this diabolical and
Dr. Lawrence Gordon is instructed
deranged movie is intense.
that if he doesn't kill his cell-mate
See "Saw," but for the meek, queasy, and easily scared,
Adam within six hours, Jigsaw will take
consider yourself warned.
the lives of Gordon's kidnapped wife
Contributed photos
and daughter and leave the two men inside
their prison to rot in their misery.
While the men attempt to work together
to piece this sick and jagged puzzle, Detective David Tapp (Danny Glover) tries
desperately to track down the deranged
lunatic.
What sets "Saw" aside from other
serial-thriller movies is that it clearly and
accurately represents the trite and commonplace
term "worst nightmares." Through Dr. Gordon'
storytelling, we learn about the killer's past as well as
possible connections to the doctor himself. We are also
enlightened (and by enlightened, I mean permanently
scarred) with the images and stories of Jigsaw's past
victims. For example, one female victim was told that
she had to find the key to a device placed on her head, set
to rip off her mouth and jaw. Where is the key? Inside the
stomach of her live, yet unconscious dungeon-mate. All
together now, "eeeew."
Unlike other PG-13 fright fests, "Saw" does not hold
back when it comes to blood and guts (hence, the R rating).
Every possible nasty thing you can think of is spilled out
before your eyes as Dr. Gordon recounts the tales of terror
to Adam. Picture all the gruesome, disgusting and repulsive
images that could come from the above scenario. "Saw"
has all that and much more.
Other reviews I have read painted "Saw" a much inferior
portrait. Entertainment Weekly called it "Another 'Seven'
knockoff.. .a blatant imitation." I beg to differ.
The movie's twists and turns are not 01
unpredictable, but stomach turning as well
What makes "Saw" scary is the realistic portrayal of society's most
torturous psychopaths and the "what
if..." feeling you receive as a result.
It's not about haunted houses or demons walking the earth. It's about
BY NICK CARUSO
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Foxxa Ray
BY BRIAN CALLAHAN AND GREGORY
HILL

Although Ray Charles is popularly
known as the blind piano player who used
to do Pepsi commercials, the motion picture
"Ray" presents his life in a new light. The
movie does an excellent job to convince the
audience that there is so much more to the life
of this musical genius. It has been five months
since Charles died, but with the release of
"Ray," he has returned to center stage.
The movie begins in the late 1940s when
Ray Charles moved to Seattle to begin his music career. He signed with Atlantic Records
where he eventually

found his own musical identity by combining
R&B and gospel. With a series of hits, Ray
Charles gained great success and eventually
made a move to ABC Records where he skyrocketed into international success.
The movie portrays Ray Charles's
childhood as a series.
of flashbacks
Charles had
a way of
seeing life
like no
other.
He never forgotf
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the lessons his mother taught him, the difficulties of being blind and watching the accidental
drowning of his brother. All of these events
would later contribute to how Charles created
his music.
There are two other aspects of Ray
Charles's life which the movie does not shy
away from discussing - women and drugs.
Ray Charles was married with a family,
but that did not stop him from being the
stereotypical musician sleeping around
j with the many women he met on tour.
He picked up his heroin habit early
on in his career. The movie shows
his addiction as a way for Charles to
cope with the everyday difficulties of
blindness.
"Some of the biggest records that
I've ever had is during the time when I
was using drugs," said Charles in a 1986
interview with "60 Minutes."
Despite Charles' faults and addictions, the movie does not make excuses for
him, nor does it pass judgment. It simply
shows the way he lived his life.
However, the movie does not turn away
from his actions, rather it charges forward
as his dependency becomes more of a
problem. The scene in which Ray Charles
attempts to quit heroin cold turkey sends
an unnerving chill down your spine.
This movie is worth seeing for Jamie
Foxx's performance alone.
His mannerisms are remarkable,
as are the sights and sounds of the
film. While Ray Charles's voice was

Live and local:
BY ASHLEY KENNEY

Contrary to popular belief, Connecticut is
not devoid of quality live music. Indeed it is
conveniently located between New York and
Boston. However,<here is no need to trek to a
big city to see your favorite bands. Connecticut is home to some of the finest venues on
the East Coast, and many of them are located
right here in Fairfield county.
Toad's Place
500 York Street, New Haven
Often referred to as the CbGb's of Connecticut, Toad's Place is one of the best local
clubs around. Everyone from The Rolling
Stones to Connecticut's own Hatebreed has
graced the stage. The ticket price 4s reasonable (not to mention WVOF regularly gives
away free tickets), and the acts that come
through here are all top notch. One big plus
of the small club atmosphere is that you almost
always have the chance to meet your favorite
band before or after the show. Recent per-

formers have included KRS 1 and black metallers Crade of Filth. Included in this month's
roster are Something Corporate, Howie Day
and Medeski Martin & Wood.
The Webster Theater
31 Webster Street, Hartford
Voted the best rock club and best place to
see live music by The Hartford Advocate for
five years in a row, the Webster boasts a huge
stage and five bars on the premises. Every
huge touring act in the rock arena has made
a stop here, and in the month of November
alone, Webster will be hosting shows by The
Deftones, Simple Plan, Taking Back Sunday,
Artie Lange (of The Howard Stern Show), and
The Misfits. Right next door to the Webster
Theater is the Webster Underground, a smaller
theater that hosts a show almost every day of
the week. Fairfield University favorite Matt
Nathanson is set to play at the Underground
Nov. 4.
Empress Ballroom
155 Main Street, Danbury
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used for the singing, Jamie Foxx played all
the piano music himself, creating a powerful
aura of onstage performance.
Foxx also had Charles's gestures pinpointed precisely. Whether it was his unconscious habit of scratching his arm (a sign of
a heroin addiction) or his feeling a woman's
forearm to decide if she was attractive or not,
you believed that what the man was going
through was very real.
Director Taylor Hackford is obviously a
huge fan of Ray Charles and chose to make
a movie about his influence on the world of
music and show how he struggled personally
as he made his mark in history. At about two
and a half hours long, some might feel that the
movie is too long. With such a complex tale,
a lengthy film is to be expected.
During the course of the movie I felt the
movie begin to drag and began wondering
when the movie and how the movie would
end. Luckily the credFLICK FACTS
its started
Rating:
roll soon
after I began to get
Movie:
antsy.
"Ray"
Ray
is worth
Starring:
seeing for
Jamie Foxx
the depiction of
Regina King
Charles's
Kerry Washington
life and the
powerful

message it presents
pain of the musici
agony and into a v
music was his only
Charles left a
worlds of R&B, gos

The Mirror reveals the
hear live music in Co:

Perhaps one of the best-kept secrets of
Fairfield County is the Empress Ballroom.
Known for hosting some of the biggest and
hardest bands in the hardcore, punk and rock
underground scenes, The Empress is a club
for all ages with a ceiling so high the noise is
hard to escape. A great place to see the type
of music you don't normally get exposed to
at bigger venues, Empress's website boasts
"Great Music from 7:02-11:57 p.m. every
weekend."
Black Rock and Blue
3488 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport
Who is up for booze and blues? Part live
music venue and part restaurant, Black Rock
and Blue labels itself as "the biggest little bar
in town." Right over the town line in Bridgeport, the venue plays host on the weekends
to cover bands, blues groups and numerous
Fairfield University co-eds getting drunk.
Acoustic Cafe
2926 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport

www.fairfieldmi

Also nestled in the Black Rock area of
Bridgeport is the Acoustic Cafe, a venue that
has been voted "best place to hear alternative music" by Fairfield County Weekly. The
Acoustic Cafe showcases bands that play anything from bluegrass to jazz, although shows
by jam-bands and alt-country singers also
grace the small stage often. There is usually
something going on here six days a week, but
it is the Open Mic Night on Tuesdays, starting
at 8 p.m., that guarantees an excellent show
every week.
The Space
225 Treadwell Street, Hamden
The Space is by far one of the most
unique venues in Connecticut. Owned and
operated by Mighty Purple lead singer Steve
Rodgers, The Space is perhaps the coolest
underground place to see live music. The
vibe is vintage, with a fully operational thrift
store right above the venue. Another quirk
adding to The Space's charm is that it is
littered with couches and tacky decorations
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message it presents. The movie shows the
pain of the musician through sorrow and
agony and into a world of darkness where
music was his only light.
Charles left a great impression on the
worlds of R&B, gospel, jazz, and even coun-

try western. I would recommend this movie
to anyone. It is an opportunity to witness
great dramatic talent and to take a look at
the deep and sometimes dark life of a musical genius,

Live performance wows audience
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BY BILL KENNEDY
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you haven't seen since you last visited your
Grandma. Although it is a small venue, The
Space is working wonders for local bands
and has most recently brought Canadian emo
rockers Moneen to the stage. Although it is

a non-alcoholic venue, The Space offers a
staggering 150 different types of tea for your
exotic palate. Coming up in November are
Florida funksters, Pencilgrass, and seriously
creepy rockers, Oh My God.
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Bill McBain/The Mirror

In anticipation of their fifth full-length
release predicted to come out in the spring
of 2005, the Deftones packed up their gear
and hit the road to remind fans why they are
still one of the best in the metal industry. I
managed to catch the Deftones' tour at their
stop in Hartford at the Webster Theater this
past Saturday. Opening for the Deftones was
a relatively obscure and spacey psychedelic
rock band known as Dredge, a band that I
hadn't heard of prior to the concert.
As I walked into the Webster Theater to
see my first Deftones concert in four years,
the first thing that struck me was a large pile
of red puke on the floor. Thankfully for everyone at the venue, one bearded concertgoer
took it upon himself to warn others of the imminent threat and ended up saving countless
people from possible injury.
That danger avoided, the audience was
then greeted by Dredge (the band is named
after a type of shovel used to dredge or dig
up material from a riverbed), who promptly
announced that this was their last stop on the
tour. After posing with the Deftones for a
couple minutes, Dredge played their set, and
I was pleasantly surprised. They ending their
appearance with a lively hard rock song .
Following Dredge's impressive opening
act, the crowd became anxious, as they knew
the feature act was only minutes away. The
dimming of the lights was accompanied by
fans adamantly chanting for the Deftones to
take the stage. As the crowd's anticipation
reached a frenzied pitch, the Deftones finally
came out.
Raring and ready to rock, the band
blasted the crowd with "Feiticiera" and

"Change in the House of Flies," two songs
from their third release, "White Pony." From
my view sitting atop a small ledge, I could
see everyone in the crowd begin to jump and
dance around with wild passion. By the time
the visibly drunk Deftones launched into their
third song, "Hexagram," I was too excited to
remain a seated observer.
As I made my way towards the stage,
I discovered that I was one of the smallest
people in the crowd and decided to keep a
safe distance between the chaotic pit and
myself. The visibly drunk Chino Moreno,
lead singer of the Deftones, occasionally
stumbled through some of the faster lyrics in
the songs, but when the climactic moments
of the songs arrived Chino was sure to nail
them. Ever since my freshman year in high
school I have maintained that Chino has one
of the best screams in the metal world.
Fellow Fairfield students in the crowd
seemed to share my opinion that this concert
was one of most energetic ever performed by
the Deftones.
"Although I could have been entertained
by watching the vomit guardian all night,"
said Kevin Whalen '07, "the intense energy
that the Deftones brought the-first two times
I saw them, although this time it may have
been enhanced by their drunkenness, was
back again for the third."
By the time the Deftones came out for
an encore I was drenched in sweat and very
satisfied with the concert. The Deftones
ended with two of their newer songs, the
beautiful "Minerva" and the intense "Bloody
Cape." After more than nine years as a band
the Deftones proved that they still have the
intensity, emotion, and drive that made them
attractive in the first place.
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Branching out from BCC food
BY ELIZABETH COOPER

Facebook.com:
creepy or cool?
The Internet is a stalker's paradise.
I'm more convinced of it than ever,
thanks to Fairfield students' recent addition
to The Facebook, a college version of those
social networking sites that were popular for
about a second last spring.
For those of you smart souls who
haven't gotten involved yet, The Facebook
is an online version of a popularity contest, a
race to see who can mutually change friendship requests with each other while poking
people (a feature which even the creators
claim has no actual point to it). You can join
social groups which share such interests as
The OC or being a resident of Regis 3. You
can reconnect with friends at other colleges
you haven't heard from since you graduated
high school.
For something really simple and utterly
pointless, it's extremely addictive.
But so is checking AIM profiles and
away messages relentlessly, a pastime that
has become somewhat of an institution on
college campuses since AIM came into its
own a few of years ago. Crafting creative,
humorous or interesting profiles and away
messages has become a bit of an art. People
lobby to become memorialized for a day or
even a week in a profile.
It actually becomes extremely irritating
when a lot of people put the same thing in
their away message. Remember the one in
which the whole paragraph had a typo in every word, but you could still read it (and the
text basically said something to that effect)?
How many people pit that in their profiles?
Remember how annoying that was?
Despite how intrusive AIM can be, The
Facebook takes this to a whole new level.
While people aren't obligated to share any
information, and you can only truly search
through information of people on your own
campus, you can find out all sorts of nuggets,
and people are more than willing to share.
It's easy to find out what their screen name
is (for more personal stalkage), if they're
dating someone, what they look like (for the
most part; I doubt Mike Bond is really Gary
Coleman), and phone numbers.
For those looking for some sort of
redeeming social value other than procrastination, it's not here. But you can still
enjoy editing another person's comment on
"The Wall," a graffiti board that allows you
to change whatever the last person put up.
You can also see each change that is made,
and who made it.
What is gained? A messaging system
that allows you to contact people you might
not have spoken to in a while, but other than
that the best thing this system offers is the
ability to waste more time when you should
be writing a paper. It's fantastic.
Oh, and stalkers: there's now a stalker
club on The Facebook. Reveal yourselves!
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My brother is a 2000 graduate of
Fairfield, and since I've been familiar with
Fairfield since he started looking at schools
in 1996, eating around town has been
something of an eight-years-and-counting
experiment for me.
Some places have changed, like
Bravo, which I remember back when it
was Tommy's even before it was Rooster's,
while others such as The Firehouse Deli
have remained long-standing favorites.
By now, even the freshmen are familiar
with the regulars—Joe's, Centro, Archie
Moore's. If you' re looking for something a
little different, though, here is a sampling of
the best the immediate area has to offer.

enough other dishes that you don't have to
be a huge steak fan to dine there, but their
beef really can't be passed up. One benefit
to the Brewing Company is its spacious bar
area, which makes it a more flexible dining atmosphere than the Pepper Mill. It's
a great place to go for a less formal meal,
or even for a drink and appetizer.

They offer a great selection of blends, and
the staff is friendly. And like any good
coffee shop, they offer tasty treats to accompany your drink. Just because it's not
a chain shop doesn't mean you aren't going to have to rattle off a name five miles
long though... "I'll have a grande double
mocha latte..."

Hunan Pavilion

Pepper Mill

80 Post Road
The Hunan Pavilion is a great alternative to standard Chinese food selection
in Fairfield, and yes, they deliver. While
their appetizers and soups are slightly more
expensive than other Chinese food services
around town, main dishes are competitively
priced. The extra dollar or so is worth

1700 Post Road, Westport
This is a good place for when the parents visit... unless you're up to dishing out
$25-$30 per meal. Whatever the case, the
Pepper Mill's steak selection is fabulous,
and they offer appetizers and a salad bar
that simply can't be resisted. With a quieter
atmosphere than the Southport Brewing
Company, the Pepper Mill's
ambiance invites smaller
crowds and more formal
dining. One tip: Be sure to
check out the dessert menu.

Antonio s
Ristorante
Italiano

Luigi s

170 Post Road
284 Black Rock
Offering traditional ItalTurnpike
ian dishes, this restaurant is
Antonio's offers
the ideal setting for a small
both a small bar area
and a regular dining
gathering.
The salads and starters
room to accommodate
those who might wish
will whet your appetite, but
to watch the game and
the best part of Luigi's is
Mirror File pnoto their incredible pasta, whethhave a quick bite to eat
or sit down for a more Your fortune cookie says: Try the Hunan Pavilion for a tasty change!
er eaten as rollatini, lasagna,
formal meal. It's a good place for a quick, it, because Hunan's meat is significantly or spaghetti with meat sauce. The restaurelatively inexpensive meal; the pizzas less fatty than any Chinese food I've ever rant is a relatively inexpensive alternative
are particularly tasty. Pasta and chicken eaten. In general, their food is less salty to your usual Italian dining spots.
Don't forget to order some of their dedishes, which are slightly more expensive, too. Don't count on leftovers; you'll be
so
satisfied
that
you'll
want
to
eat
it
all
licious
ice cream at the end of the night.
are great as. well and will suit those who
want a bigger meal.
at once.

The Chef s Table

Athena Diner

1561 Post Road
Perfect for lunch or a quick snack
if you're in town, The Chef's Table is
unique in that it has something to offer
whether you're a fan of soup, salad or
sandwiches.
You can't go wrong with a choice of
12 different soups every day, especially
with the offer of free bread to go with it.
The Chef's Table also has a wide variety
of salads, sandwiches, and fresh produce.
Their decorative taste, which consists of
vintage-type concert and other framed
posters, can't be beat and the music is
always good.

3350 Post Road
I know I'm supposed to
be offering alternatives to old
standards, but with a friendly
staff, an all-encompassing menu,
the best milkshakes around, and
discounts for Fairfield students,
there really is no alternative to
the Athena. Want chocolate
chip pancakes'for breakfast?
Mozzarella sticks at 2:00 in the
morning? Athena's the place to
go. Don't forget to show your
student ID on your way out for
a 10 percent discount.

Southport Brewing
Company

P. Gordon
Coffee

2600 Post Road. Southport
I have to admit that I love a good
steak. However, I couldn't choose between the Southport Brewing Company
and the Pepper Mill, so I've included both.
The Southport Brewing Company offers
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Athena waitress carries Fairfield students' food

1740 Post Road
Tired of Starbucks? Try P. Gordon's
for some variety in your coffee experience.

www. fairfieldmirror.com
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HE said / SHE said
Chuck Kehoe

Lauren Wilson

Thefacebook.com: the new college obsession
Dver the past week, Fairfield has Dolan, The IBTC (you'll never guess what •
been overtaken by the coolest it means), It Burns When I Pee, The Walk *
thing since AIM, digital photos and of Shameeee, and Where Is Our Football,
broadband internet porn: thefacebook.com. Team? There is also a strong possibility *
Thefacebook.com, coupled with snoopy that the "I want to shag He Said Club" will *
and trifling Fairfield students, has changed be created soon, but I don't want to start«
the way stalkers do business. I dubbed the any riots. These groups are a great way to *
facebook "a stalker's wet dream." Some meet people and hopefully strike up some *
students refuse to lower themselves to the meaningful conversation about life, liberty ,
desperate level of joining thefacebook, but and the inalienable pursuit of hotties. And •
I am not one of them. This week I shall if you're still not sold on thefacebook, let *
comment on the many pros and few cons me mention thefacebook allows you to»
of thefacebook.
track down all of your old flames, crushes *
My estimate is that about a third of the and enemies from high school. You can ■
student body has joined thefacebook in the see if your high school's ugly duckling »
blink of an eye. A recent random sample of blossomed into a piece of fine tail or if the *
away messages produced several allusions captain of the cheerleading team put on the ,
to thefacebook ("obsessed with theface- freshman fifty.
»
book," "thefacebook is ruining my life,"
Despite all of the positive aspects that *
or "I got poked 78 times by creepy senior thefacebook offers, some students refuse to ~
guys"). There is a buzz around campus. join the new craze. A friend's away message «
I support any network that allows you to claimed "This facebook business is get- *
browse hundreds of girls' pictures and pro- ting out of control...it's making my female ,
files. Thefacebook is like a college meat friends weird and my guy friends impotent." »
market. You simply browse your extended I only have two complaints about theface-S!
network at Fairfield and either poke or book. One, boos to hot chicks who refuse s
befriend members of the opposite sex who to put up their pictures. Don't be selfish. •
catch your eye. Let me be the first to say that ..Share your unabashed beauty and sex ap- *
there is a lot of filet mignon on thefacebook; peal with the rest of the world. Two, boos
to linebacker babes who put up pictures of
just try not to drool on your computer.
The facebook's greatness does not stop Lindsay Lohan. False advertisement is a
at poking, viewing, and messaging. People felony in thefacebook world. Only time will
have created classic groups to distinguish tell if thefacebook is here to stay or not.
This week's magic number: 754 for
themselves. Some notables include: Fourth
the
amount of WTF's I got from She
floor Regis: we like it on top, Cap: Coalition
against Collar Popping, Despise Living In Said's Parrott Tales.

T

Apparently being away for four days
this weekend means I missed out
on the inception of the proclaimed
"greatest new website in the history of
the Internet", Thefacebook.com. Within
the past week I have heard a plethora of
fervent reviews of this website such as,
"Thefacebook.com is amazing, definitely
the new best way to stalk your crush" or
"This is the beginning of my legacy, a forum dedicated to poking hot women" (you
could guess this would be our Mr. He Said
Chuck Kehoe)
Now, under normal circumstances I
would never even take the time to register
for a website founded on the basis of cyber
self promotion, my attitude for the idea being feeble at best. However, for the sake of
research I created a profile and am now the
proud friend to 36 other Fairfield students,
(this number is increasing exponentially every hour and of course will be considerably
higher by the time you all read this).
I must admit I was surprised by how
amusing the website is and how friends
from my high school were able to find my
profile within hours of my posting. Also,
for those people like Chuck that have never
been a member of any cool club other than
the "blackout club," here is a chance for
him.to find meaningful relationships in the
students against collar popping club for
example. As a late adaptor, being 48 hours
behind the initial craze of enrollment, I am
a bit behind in group participation, although
I did immediately sign on to the "glam shot

f

enthusiast" club; I do a blue streak that really does stop bullets.
It's amazing how addicting how this
has all become. I honestly cannot fathom
the appeal to be on the site longer than 20
minutes. The other day I was in the athletic
study center and every computer around me
was logged onto thefacebook. To me, this
appeal can only be likened to the need guys
have to perpetually have one hand down
their pants...as explained, not necessarily
doing anything just needing to check to
make sure everything is still intact.
Furthermore, I am still a little unclear
as to what exactly a "poke" is meant to encompass. I have been told to "poke" is to
show a sign of flirtateous interest or be used
as an expression of endearment towards
another. For me, this is a strange interpretation because in my mind if a 'poke' is administered to someone, a somewhat larger
poke is inevitably returned in the form of a
punch to the gut, face or kidney.
Any fights I have ever witnessed
initially began with a type of poke, either
in the form of a poking remark or poke
on the shoulder and needless to say never
escalated to asking for a date or a potential
hook up.
I also would like to issue a formal
apology to any Texans I may have offended
in past articles. Texas really is one of the
greatest states of the Union and I have a special place in my heart for any guy that dons
a ten-gallon hat, chaps and tight jeans.

T

Students get A s but can t catch ZZZ s
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

- Whether it is late night partying or all
night studying, college life does not seem
to leave much room for sleep.
According to the National Sleep Foundation, 63 percent of college students aren't
getting enough sleep. Heavy workloads,
jobs, poor time management, partying, living with others and early classes all seem
to contribute to this predicament.
Sleep is essential for any body to
function, especially in doing schoolwork.
However, this does not seem to be a primary
concern since students continue to reach for
that extra cup of coffee as they cram for their
tests in the wee hours of the morning.
Eight-and-a-half hours is recommended
for optimal performance during the day,
yet students frequently get much less than
this.
"There just aren't enough hours in the
day with all the work I get from classes
to get a full night's worth of sleep," said
Heather Jones '06.
Consequences that occur as a result
of inadequate sleep time are numerous. A

consistent.
weakened immune system, poor academic such as this.
"Pulling the 'all-nighter' has a signifiRather than remedying this problem by
performance, mood disorders (such as depression), susceptibility to substance abuse hitting the sack earlier, students often turn cant impact on the sleep cycle. It is impor(i.e. caffeine or nicotine), and development to sugary foods or caffeinated beverages tant for students to understand the longer
of sleeping disorders are just some of the such as coffee and Red Bull to help burn you deprive your body of sleep, the more
consequences of lack of sleep listed by the midnight oil. While these may seem sleepy your body will become each day,"
Jeanne C. Di Muzio, director of health and like temporary solutions to the problem of said Di Muzio.
Thus, establishing an
prevention.
eight-hour sleeping pattern
One specific sleeping disorder that
is key to staying healthy.
students have an increased risk for is
Students seem to acknowlsleep apnea, the second most common
edge that this is true, but
sleeping disorder after insomnia.
admit that this amount of
Sleep apnea causes excessive
sleep simply is not always
daytime sleepiness that may "decrease
possible.
cognitive functioning and impair
"Realistically, if you
performance at school or on the job,"
plan on doing all your
according to Susan Sagusta of the
schoolwork and still have
National Heart, Lung, and Blood
a decent social life, the
Institute. It also causes difficulty in
amount of sleep you can get
breathing while sleeping.
each night is minimal," said
This disorder is more rampant
than many realize. While between 15
Kelly Sheehan/The Mirror Julianna Tarantola '08.
and 18 million Americans suffer from Sleepy: Overloaded Beth Casciano '06 and Greg Surette '06
"I probably average
sleep apnea, more than half of them remain sleepiness, they are far from answering the about seven hours a night. However, when
undiagnosed. This leads us to wonder how body's natural need to rest.
I do get a full night of sleep I always feel so
many Fairfield University students could be
Not only does the body need its de- much better!" said Jones.
unknowingly suffering from sleep disorders termined hours of sleep, but it must be
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Fairfield encouraging minorities to major in the sciences
BY PATRICIA MCGAHAN

Kentebe Ogbolu '06 thinks of his favorite movie, the Mod Squad, and remembers
a lesson: keep in mind that whenever you
climb over a wall, someone helped you and
as soon as you're over, you should reach
your hand back and help someone else over
that same wall.
When Ogbolu found out about a conference Fairfield University offers to minority
students who are interested in the sciences,
he encouraged other minorities to join him
at the conference.
"I told as many science majors as I
could," Ogbolu said. "I tried to get them to
take time out of their busy schedules to get
out to the conference."
Every year the College of Arts and
Sciences sponsors a trip to the New England Board of Education Science Network
(NEBHE). Located at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Cambridge, Mass,
it is an all-day event designed to address the
needs of minority students who are underrepresented in the sciences.
Ogbolu was one of the students present
at the NEBHE last year.
"My day networking at NEBHE was
very beneficial for me as a person and for
connections in my major," Ogbolu said.
"During the Internship Session I was able
to connect with Raytheon, IBM, and the
National Institutes of Health [among others]."
One of the goals of the conference,

held this year in November, is to allow
minority students to network within their
science field.
According to Benedetta Maguire, operations assistant in the Dean's office, the
Dean of the College of Arts and Science
funds the overnight trip. Dean Timothy
Snyder recommends the event for all minority students.
"We strongly encourage our students, as
does the Office of Multicultural Relations, to
go," Snyder said. "Last year we had a good
presence there."
Six of the 25 current minority science
majors attended NEBHE last year and between eight and 10 are expected to attend
this year. According to the Sullivan Commission on Diversity in the Health Workforce, while African Americans, Hispanics
and Native Americans make up 25 percent
of the U.S. population, the groups represent
only nine percent of the nation's nurses and
six percent of the nation's doctors.
Fairfield is making a conscious effort to
encourage minorities to enter majors such
as biology and nursing, which may lead to a
career in the health professions, but despite
the efforts, numbers are still low.
Theresa Quell, assistant dean of Fairfield
University's school of nursing expressed the
difficulty of drawing minorities into health
professions.
"It's hard," Quell said. "Fairfield as a
whole doesn't have as a diverse population
as other university's might."
Students and representatives from the

mmm

Which one of These
Great Tasting Pizzas Do
You Want - Tonight?
Free Cheesy Bread or
Free Cinna Stix or
Free Bread Stix
With the purchase of any Large or X-lg pizza.
At menu prices

Plus, You'll Get Free Delivery in Less Than 38 Min

Lunch Time Specials
11:00 AM - 3:30 PM
Garden Fresh Salad
Order of Bread Stix's
Order of Cinna Stix's
Z-ZO oz Soda's $"7-99 DELIVERED
Medium 2-Topping Pizza
2-Lt of Soda
$8.99 DELIVERED
Large Cheese Pizza
lO Wings
$9.99 DELIVERED

255-8823
DOMINO'S PIZZA

school of nursing go out into the community
as an outreach to inner-city schools and promote nursing as a major and profession.
"People know there is a nursing program [at Fairfield University]
because
people
go out to
the community,"
Quell
said. "We
make efforts even at
the middle
mchool level
FTris Donato/ The Mirror
men and mito convince
norities to come here."
Efforts are being made, though. Keith
Bradley, advisor of health professions at
Fairfield, expressed the need for more diversity in the health professions.
"I have given talks about health professional careers in general and HP3 at Fairfield
in particular to high schools in Connecticut
and New York," Bradley said. "Many of
the students at these presentations included
minorities."
"Hopefully, many will choose Fairfield
as the best fit for their undergraduate work,"
Bradley said.
According to the University Fact Book
and the Office of Management Information,
almost five percent of biology majors in the
graduating class of 2003 were minorities,

Che
Send in Cheers &
themirror@stagweb.faii
To Chris Donato being Peter Parker
(it all makes sense, doesn't it, from MJ)...
to Tara, Katie and Turtle for the cooked
peanut butter, aww... to Quail Man... to a
few slutty pirates... to the mail delivery
specialist... to fantasy footballs... to new
Prince music... to Maria and Fleece Foot,
to COMING BACK! Yayyy we love you...
to the Crackhouse for an awesome party,
to a free ride home... to Fairfield for finally
paving Fairfield Beach Road... to God's
gift to women... to the mini skirt driver
mafia... to dirty jack-o-lanterns... to election
bus drivers who like to swear at photographers... to foliage..; to the garbage can...
to Chris Donato being hit on by 90 year
olds... to "I didn't catch your name, young
man".... to Meeg transfering to FU... to the
"runnerchick", Cheers and Boos knows
who you are, and we all love you... to
Team America World Police.,, to the Red
Sox making history... to Formula 420 pipe
cleaner... to the Detox beruit table... to final
ly 'breaking if off' with the shady townie..
to Daniella's Birthday here, to Ada's Birth
day in Italy... to my drunk parents at
the G°rape... to jess for running in those
little shorts when it's cold out... to
knowing shortcuts to evade the cops...
to Bob, the kegmaster... to Tom for final
ly admitting that he only looks sweet and
innocent...to the 5 day drinking binge in
Nashville... to being gay 4 Bush, 4 more!

less than one percent of nursing majors were
minorities, and little over three percent of all
minority students majored in either biology
or nursing.
These statistics are up
compared to the previous
graduating class of '02,
in which less than one
percent of biology majors
were minorities, almost
two percent of nursing
were minorities and a
little over one percent
of all minority students
majored in either biology or nursing.
Yet, as The Mirror reported a few weeks
ago, this year's freshman class doesn't boast
diversity. According to The Mirror, although
the class size has grown 24 percent from
the class of 2007 to the class of 2008, the
number of African-American, Hispanic,
Asian and Native American (AHANA)
students has fallen 20 percent. The class
of 2008 will have seven fewer Asians, 10
fewer Hispanics and a total of only eight African-American members. Until Fairfield's
sciences receive diversity, the university
will continue with its efforts to encourage
students to enter the sciences, and students
and faculty alike hope minorities will take
advantage of what Fairfield has to offer.
"I hope that such an opportunity will
be offered to students from my college,"
Ogbolu said, "or any college in the New
England area."

&Boos
Mail: BoxAA
To Brett and Charles... to Steve Andrews
booking early morning flights to Tennessee,
good work there... to people who play The
Cure on Mondays. Tuesdays, Wednesdays.
Thursdays. Saturdays and Sundays... to my
"neighbor" giving me the middle finger...
to angry photographers who like to get up
in my businesss... to getting featners everywhere... to eating all the candy for trick-ortreaters... to thefacebook.com addiction...
to anonymous buttholes who diss SBRA.
Where you at'.'... the runner chick for hooking up with clowns... to K Dil's boyfriend,
who won't let her go... to finally not being
busted in on. to being busted in on.... to the
Red Sox... to being freakishly stressed out...
to "Goodnight Kyle!"... to the wrecked roads
on reef dirtying my car... to being hungover
almost everyday of the week... to being
blocked on IM - who does that'.'... to parking
tickets from bikers... to the high probability
of dying tomorrow morning... to boos... to
not having boos... to leaving in 5 hours to
go to Bridgeport (perfect time for flashlight
man) for TN... to 4 more years... to Ohio...
to leaving Tara alone for the weekend... to
writing papers on planes... to Steve not not
being weirdly excited about Tennessee (hahaha)... to being able to make myself laugh,
that's sad... to falling off chairs... to Beth's
insanely long paper... to missing True... to
the smurf not getting caught by security
fveah Kyle!)... to missing Brown Sugar.

^COMMENTARY
EDITORIAL
Editorial Board:
Steven M. Andrews - Editor in Chief
Ashleigh B. Egan - Managing Editor
Eileen Arnold - Commentaty Editor

College students...
and responsibility
Over the past seven and a half years at Fairfield,
11 RAs have been fired. That's 11 out of approximately
300 RAs, since there are about 40 RAs (excluding townhouse and apartment managers) employed by the university each year.. That's an average of about two RAs
fired per year— not a bad statistic.
The two RAs who were fired recently, coupled
with the RHC who resigned, certainly contribute to a
noteworthy housing situation, but ultimately, it is an
anomaly that, as long as it does not continue, is no cause
for concern.
As for the RAs who were fired, it's unfortunate
for them that their youthful indiscretions cost them so
much, but housing's decision to fire them was reasonable. All of the RAs signed a contract that explicitly
stated their duties and responsibilities. They all received
extensive training, so they knew the standards to which
they would be held. Moreover, they were explicitly selected based on how responsible they were willing to be.
Even though the duties and expectations of an RA
are different from those of other college students, if you
hold a position of authority or responsibility in any area
of campus life, you should be prepared to fulfill those
duties week in and week out without exception. Editors on The Mirror staff have meetings three nights a
week. Our longest night (think 6 a.m.), unfortunately, is
Tuesday, a great bar-hopping night. We each had to say
goodbye to that Fairfield pastime when we became editors. So while we sympathize with the RAs, we understand housing's decision.
There is cause for some concern on the issue of
new RAs, though. Replacement RAs had to be found
quickly, especially for the new male RA since there
were no male back-ups. Both of these new RAs did
not receive the benefit of the training that the other RAs
went through, or the comfort that would come with
knowing the other RAs through training. We expect
housing to respond as efficiently as they inititially did to
deal with that problem.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board. What is your opinion?
Write to us; thgmirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
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Editor: Eileen Arnold
E-mail: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

A Yankees fan comes to terms
To the Editor:

*

As a New Yorker and Yankee
fan from the age of two, a fact that
I based my entire faith structure on
was that Boston would lose. When
they beat the Yankees, I figured it was
the apocalypse. I was rooting for St.
Louis like it was going out of style.
However, as Boston went up 3-0 and

were on the verge of winning, I actually found myself not as bitter as I
thought. When I watched Boston fans
as their team won the World Series for
the first time in 86 years, I actually
cracked a smile. Just don't tell my
mother- she'd kill me.
Sincerely,
Liz Collins '05

"Kerry is a coward Catholic"
To the Editor:
As a Catholic and a Fairfield grad I
was ashamed to read about The Mirror's
support for John Kerry. Your last statement
really hurt, "We feel Kerry offers the greatest
chance for positive improvement in America
not only for college students, but for everyone." Everyone must not include the most
innocent of people - our unborn.
John Kerry would allow for federal tax

dollars to support women choosing to have
abortions. Not only would John Kerry
increase my taxes, but he would misuse
them in regards to human life. John Kerry
is a coward Catholic. I am appalled by
my school, which I hold so sacred. It is
unfortunate your staff is failing to consider
the souls of our future.
Sincerely,
Denis Klein '92

KERRY

A gay student reflects on marriage
Bush condemns gay marriage because
he sees it as an abomination against religious
morals. It's a damn good thing that everyone
My name is Luke Kloza. I am 21 years
in this country is mandated to follow the
old, and I'm a junior at the university. And
same religion.
well, I'm gay.
I have a profound amount of respect and
Recent political and social events in
appreciation
for the religious aspect that most
the country over the past few months have
families
wish
to incorporate into their own
caused my stomach to turn in response to
BUSH
marriages
and
wedding ceremonies. It is a
the subject of the numerous gay marriages
beautiful thing when people can share their
that have been consecrated, and I'm tired of
faith with their loved ones.
keeping my mouth shut about this issue.
However, like many, I'm not a religious person.
These recent marriages and commitment ceremonies have propelled President Bush to propose Therefore, I am offended that a marriage ceremony,
an amendment to the constitution that would restrict which can take place in any town hall or courthouse, is
strictly designated by our president to mean a deeply
homosexual couples from getting married.
Bush's proposal for a constitutional amendment religious act.
Gay marriage is also condemned because hoto ban gay marriage is one of the most prejudiced,
discriminatory, hateful and basically racist thing that mosexuality is considered "unnatural." I hate to be
I have ever seen. I'm sick of this dehumanizing that a party-pooper, but it's natural for me. If someone
gays and lesbians have to endure every single day. says that what I hold true to myself is unnatural or
I'm even more upset that this discrimination and irregular then you are insulting my identity.
Homosexuality, like race Of ethnic background
hatred is headlined by our president.
or
gender—or
height—is not something that anyone
I find it disgusting that people believe that gays
can
change.
It's
not a choice, or an upbringing. It's
and lesbians are not equal enough to straight people
to deal with the responsibility of marriage. Over 50 a natural, acceptable and incredible way of life. And
percent of heterosexual marriage end up in divorce. I'm sure proud to be gay.
So please, remember that banning gay marriage
Britney Spears can get married just for fun over
a weekend, and J-Lo can get married 30 times, but not only inhibits our rights as Americans, but it also
two men or two women who have been in a loving, insults and abuses our identity as human beings.
committed relationship for years are not entitled to
Sincerely,
the same privilege of legally representing that love
Luke Kloza '06
for one another.
To the Editor:
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

*?

MARY BOEHMER

Are the responsibilities of being an RA too
much for a college student?
"Ipersonally would not want to
be an RA because it would affect
my social life and take away from
the fun I'm having."

Ashley Phano '06

"The responsibility is outweighed

"Being an RA is whack!"

by the rewards of being an RA and
establishing meaningful relationships with the people on your floor."

Helen Kropitis, Operations Assistant
Residence Life

Mark Amadeo '07

"Definitely, sometimes the respon-

"College students can't

"No, the responsibilities of being

sibilities can be overwheming,

even take care ofthem-

an RA are not too much because

like when you 're dealing with a

selves, let alone a floor

only really responsible people are

suicidal student, but those are few

full of people!"

RAs."

and far between. Most ofthe RAs
can handle all the responsibilities.

Katelyn Elkas and Vin O'Hara '05

Mike Murphy '06, RA in Jogues

Christie LaRusso '06

"I'd rather work at the RecPlex

"No, students can do as much

"Over 1,000 schools all have RAs

than be an RA."

as they choose to do: I know
students who choose to work at

who are students, that should answer the question. Why would the

the Ham Channel, who choose

responsibilities of a FairfieldRA be

to play intramurals, who choose

any different?"

to be FYE facilitators, and who
choose to be FUSA president- all
Christina Testi'07

have a ot ofresponsibilities."
Laura Cantrell,
Associate Director of Residence Life

Paul Cantrell,
Director of Intramurals

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
To the Fairfield Community:
This year in the commentary section of The Mirror there have been two issues that
featured the opinions of a diverse selection of the Fairfield community. The first was the
Oct. 7 issue that featured the responses of club leaders to Election 2004 voting issues.
The second was the Oct. 21 issue that featured the reactions of undergraduate students,
graduate students, faculty and staff to Fr. Jeffrey von Arx's plan for the university. 1 want
to increase the use of this format for the following reasons.
The Mirror is a completely independent enterprise belonging to the students, and as
such, is in a unique position to express the opinion of the students. The students who choose
to work on The Mirror are the ones who control the voice of the newspaper. This year, I
want it to express more than just the opinion of those students working to produce it. A
subscription to The Mirror is part of your school tuition, so this is a perfect opportunity
to put in your two cents.
Moreover, any commentary section of a newspaper or magazine should represent
diverse opinions and a wide variety of persons. Many of the issues that might arise

throughout the year would do well to express the opinions of a range of different people.
1 would like to be able to print those opinions in short, 2-3 paragraph pieces.
Therefore, when there is a timely issue, either Fairfield related, national or international that would deserve a page of opinion in the commentary section, I would like to be
able to contact and request pieces from the appropriate students, faculty, administrators
and staff.
To accomplish this, I am inviting all of the Fairfield community to submit to The Mirror your name, e-mail address, and relevant position, major, or status on campus if you
are interested in participating. All of this information can be sent to The Mirror's account
atTheMirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu.
Sincerely,
Eileen Arnold 'OS
Commentary Editor

SPORTS

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Volleyball still
rolling along
BY BEN DOODY

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Takin' it in stride: The men's cross country team preparing to race at the Fairfield Invitational earlier in the season.

Cross-country can't find magic at MAACs in Disney
BY MEGAN

J.

MAHONEY

While the temperature may have been
hot down in Orlando, Florida for the 2004
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference's Cross
Country Championship, the Fairfield men's
and women's cross country team's seemed
to be cold, as neither team was able to
improve upon their team standing in the
conference.
The women, led by senior captain
Lauren Wilson's 17 place finish, maintained
their position in the MAAC, finishing sixth
out of ten teams. The men's team dropped
a spot in the conference, finishing seventh
behind captain Bryan Mahoney's 25 place
overall finish.
While each team had hopes of improving their standings under the tutelage of new
coaches Jenn Wyshner and Mike Owens,
neither was capable of accomplishing their
goals, with both teams surprised with the
outcomes.
"Obviously we didn't perform as well
as we expected," said co-captain Justin

Rindos, who finished 35 overall,
covering the five-mile course
in 27:30. "We felt we should
have run our fastest times of the
year with such a flat course and
good weather, but psychologically I guess it just threw us for
a loop."
Maryellen Pribish '07 agreed
with Rindos, feeling that the
women put in the effort but simply couldn't pull through.
"I think the team worked
hard enough," she said. "We
just didn't do as well as we
thought."
For the female Stags, Wilson
ran the 6,000 meter course in a
time of 23:04, followed by Shannon Kenefick '06 in 21 with a
quinnip!
time of 23:23 and Stephanie Stote
Lone runner: Kelly Con'05 running a time of 23:38 for
ners '07.
a 27 overall finish.
Mahoney led the men with a time of much we've
27:01, followed by Rindos and A.J. Kas-

tanotis '06, who finished in
28:29.
With the conference
championships behind
them, the Stags get set for
the NCAA Regional Qualifiers on November 13, at
Van Courtlandt Park in the
Bronx. They will return
to Van Courtlandt a week
later for their last meet of the
season for the ECAC/IC4A
races. Both teams hope to
see continued improvement
throughout the rest of the
season.
"A lot of us have been
improving every race and
IC4A's is a good way to finish
the season since we return to
Van Courtlandt for one last
time," said Rindos. "It will
give us a chance to see how
improved."

Women's soccer miss out on post-season play
BY MIKE SKRAPITS

No one wants to throw a party and
not be invited. Yet it appears the Fairfield
University women's soccer team will be
doing just that, as the Stags were unable to
qualify for the 2004 Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference tournament despite hosting the
event this week at Lessing Field.
Even though they were ranked second
in the MAAC preseason poll, the Stags
started off their season on the wrong foot,
as a seven-game losing streak brought their
record to 1 -8 before conference play began.
The team showed steady improvement over
the second half of the season, registering
a number of key conference wins to run
their record to 5-13-1 overall and 4-4-1 in
the MAAC.
Midfielder Janna Breitenwischer '08
and her electrifying offensive skills propelled the Stags during the season's second
half, scoring game-winning goals against
Manhattan and Canisius, as well as tallying
another in a tough win against Niagara.
"Janna has a lot of different qualities
that make her the special player she is,"
Head Coach Maria Piechocki said.
While Piechocki had hoped to earn
a spot in the tournament, she was happy

contributed photo

Frosh Keeper: Brett Maron '08 has
performed well in net for the Stags this
season.
with how the team progressed throughout
the season.
"We showed improvement, and we
were competitive as a young team," she
said.
The loss of the soccer class of 2005
will not be a pleasant one, as seniors Jen-

nifer Chapla and Erin Holland played their
final minutes for Fairfield. The most sorely
missed, however, will be Meghan King '05.
King ranks among the Stags' career leaders
in points, goals and game winning goals.
Her leadership will be difficult to replace.
Piechocki will be able to rest a bit
easier during the off-season, knowing that
the core of her team will be returning next
fall. Freshmen and sophomores played
the majority of minutes this season, which
gives the Stags a very positive outlook for
next season.
When asked which players she feels
will step up next season and help Fairfield
improve upon this season's disappointing
5-13-1 record, Piechocki targeted freshman
defenders Nikki Zoller and MT Church,
midfielders Jen Schmitt and Amanda Vargo
and goalkeeper Brett Maron.
"The core of freshman and sophomore
players is the foundation for next years
team," she said.
While it may be difficult to be in the
stands, watching the tournament from the
sidelines, the Stags can at least remain positive about one thing: With a great freshman
class and a solidcore of sophomore players,
the future looks very bright for the Stags
next season.

After a lukewarm start, the women's
volleyball team has been on a mission this
season, finishing in an 18-9 record, including a 7-1 record in the MAAC. The Stags
have already secured a spot in the conference tournament, and look to win their
fourth NCAA tournament berth in school
history next week in Loudonville, NY.
The team lost five key contributing
seniors, but the freshmen did more than
enough to pull their weight en route to what
is already a successful season.
"It has been a growing experience...due
to the fact that we had four seniors graduate
and six new players in the program," Head
Coach Jeff Werneke said. "Our team has
responded well this season and are making
the necessary improvements and adjustments from week to week."
The freshman trio of Lindsey Lee,
Jazmin Pa'akaulu and Ashley Hanohano
- all from the same high school in Hilo,
Hawaii, has carried the team to the point
it is at now.
While Lee, the most highly touted of
the three, has the most outstanding statistics on the year, Pa'akaulu has risen to
stardom as well. Last week she was named
the MAAC rookie of the week for the fifth
time this season, and along with Lee is a
leading candidate for the league's Rookie
of the Year honor.
Hanohano, who gets plenty of credit
from her teammates and coaches, has been
an invaluable part of the success of her
team. The setter was second on the team
to sophomore Keri Kaiser, another young
contributor, with a 5.6 assist per game average at the week's end.
Lee led the team at week's end with
3.56 kills per game, while Pa'akaulu followed right behind with 3.33. Head Coach
Jeff Werneke said at the beginning of the
season that he had his eyes on the freshmen trio since they played as teenagers in
a tournament in Las Vegas, and he has been
more than justified in his pursuit.
Despite their success, the team endured
a five-game losing streak early in the season. However, the Stags got on a roll when
MAAC play began, and haven't looked
back. After a 2-6 start, they have gone 163 and soared to the top of the conference
standings.
The team will play Iona, St. Peter's
and Manhattan at Alumni Hall next week,
and will look to wrap up the top seed in the
conference tournament.
The Gaels come to Friday's game with
a 6-0 conference record, and a Stags win
would be a giant stride toward clinching
the top seed.
Last year, Fairfield needed to win four
of its final games just to qualify for the
conference tournament. This time around,
with a core of talented young stars and a
team that is meshing well together, the sky
is the limit.
"I feel that our team has played well
together with everyone understanding their
role from match to match...it's been a total
team effort."
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Men's soccer seek to stay alive in MAAC tourney hunt
BY MICHAEL LEONE

While the Fairfield University men's
soccer team started off the season smoking
hot, they have cooled of rather quickly as
they now face possible elimination from
the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
tournament.
Early this season, the Stags found
themselves ranked in New England's Top
10, with a victory and a tie over two of
the three Top 10 opponents they've faced.
While they started out 5-0, the Stags began
to lose momentum, struggling in the middle
of the season, dropping four out of their
next five games.
"We knew that we were unable to lose
any more games," said Sam Bailey '08, in
reference to rebounding from the team's

Field hockey
runs-up short

rough couple
any time they
of games.
play.
Coach
"Coach
Carl Rees was
Rees stood
able to keep
behind us
the team upand was conbeat and posifident that we
tive.
would turn it
"I knew
around," said
that we were
Jared Curry
the better team
'08.
than the ones
This is all
we played in
a credit to the
those games,"
team's amazhe said. He
ing depth in
added that
talent and
his team has
character.
the ability to
Chris Don;
"We're
beat anybody Soccer struggle: Ed Meyer '06 fights to hold on to the ball. in a position

Field hockey loses in
NEC Championship

In the first penalty stroke round Odenwaelder scored on her last shot for the Stags
to send both teams to a second session. The
The field hockey team entered its in- round ended 1 -1. The second rounded ended
augural season in the Northeast conference at 2-2 heading into the third.
preseason ranked fourth and finished as the
Odenwaelder then ended the game
when she scored giving
runner up of the league.
Fairfield a 3-2 victory.
The Stags closed out
Lauren Callahan '08
their season losing in the
NEC championship game 3-2
played all of regulation and
against top-ranked Rider.
overtime saving 12. ElizaDespite drawing first
beth Thomas '08 came in
for the penalty strokes and
blood after Caitlin Quinn '07
scored off a penalty corner
got the win.
The Stags season ended
from Rebecca Odenwaelder
two days later with the loss
'06, Rider scored three goals
to Rider. They ended the
in the second half to ultimately
regular season 7-13 and 8-14
seal the game and the conferincluding the playoffs.
ence championship.
Fairfield opened up the
To earn a spot in the
season
winning their first
championship game, Fairfield
idnam/ The Mirror
Eye
on
the
ball:
Field
hockey
game
and
losing the next
posted a sudden death thriller
player
Sam
Heule
'08.
seven.
vs. Sacred Heart in tne semifiThe story of the Stags
nals of the NEC tournament.
Odenwaelder scored the game winner year was the transition from the Patriot
League to the NEC which is a more comin the third round off penalty strokes.
While the Stags again jumped out to petitive league..
Overall, the Stags overachieved and
an early lead, the Pioneers started playing
aggressively in the final minutes, tying the earned a 5-3 record in conference, after
game with five minutes left to play to send playing four top 20 teams this year: Northwestern, Hofstra, Boston College, UConn.
the game to a penalty round.

to make the playoffs; it's all about making
the playoffs," said Rees.
As holders of fourth place in the
MAAC Conference, one of only two conferences that admit only their top four teams to
the playoffs, the Stags have a few options
on how to clinch a playoff berth.
Although this season is still quite alive,
Rees commented on expectations for the
Stags in 2005.
"At the end of the season we want to
finish in the top spot of the MAAC," he
said.
"We're losing some good seniors, who
are tough to replace, but I still feel we can
improve," added Bailey.
The team holds a positive outlook, but
must continue to stay focused to clinch a
spot in the MAAC Championships.

Basketball set to start season

BY SCOTT APUZZO

HOLLYWOOD

CONTINUED FROM P. 20
guys are really good. Just don't start chants
when there's no chance of getting the rest
of the crowd involved.
If fans can't get excited about the team
this year, they have absolutely no school
spirit. These guys very well could have
Fairfield written on brackets all across the
country in March, the ultimate measure of
publicity and school pride. Last year the
managed to have a winning record in the
second half of the season without Deng

Gai or Todd, both of whom are back in the
lineup, and Gai is completely healthy.
With a resolution nowhere near in the
investigation into alleged illegal activities in
the program, people shouldn't worry about
it right now. When the resolution finally
comes, we'll get to it. Since that probably
won't happen this season, let's enjoy this
team for what it is, a legitimate NCAA
tournament contender. They're innocent
until proven guilty, and they're a darn good
basketball team.
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Heads up: Men's basketball team in action at the Red and White team scrimmage over
Alumni weekend.
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Macari named John Wooden Trophy semi-finalist
BY BRYAN MAHONEY

It was announced Monday that
Fairfield University women's golfer Jill
Macari '05 was named a semifinalist for
the prestigious John Wooden Trophy.
The trophy is presented to two distinguished athletes in the nation- one
collegiate and one professional - that best
display character, teamwork and citizenship, attributes that the Athletes for a Better

World organization believes to be
central to transforming "individuals, sport, and society."
As a semi-finalist, Macari is
now one of only 12 student-athletes in the nation being considered for the award.
Macari was nominated for the MACARI
award by members of Fairfield's
Sports Information department, due to her and
accomplishments while studying abroad at

the University of Cape Town in South
Africa during the spring of 2004.
While there, Macari volunteered at
the Baphumelele Children's Home,
an orphanage outside of the city. With
assistance from her resources in the
United States, Macari helped raise
over $2,500, allowing the orphanage
to purchase a stove, freezer and coats
shoes for over 60 children.
Macari was originally one of 96 stu-

;

Gone but not forgotten

dent-athletes nominated for the award and
will discover next week if she qualifies as
one of the six finalists for the trophy. If
selected, Macari will be placed on a ballot
for nation consideration by 100 electors
around the country.
Although honored by the recognition, Maari feels that the award more an
honor to the children of Baphumelele that
anything else.
"It was really unexpected, but of

DOODY CALLS
BEN DOODY

Men's club crew team honors former teammate

Thoughts on the 2004
Men's basketball squad
Here are some quick comments about last weekend's Red
and White basketball scrimmage and the upcoming season.
Coach Tim O'Toole can't
help but be pleased with his
depth in the backcourt. With
both of last year's starters — Tyquawn Goode '05 and Terrance
Todd '06 - working together
on the red team, senior Kudjo
Sogadzi hit seven-of-eight field
goals en route to a game-high
15 points for the white team.
That was with standout transfer
Danny Oglesby '07, who was
on the bench with an injured
ankle.
Sogadzi and Oglesby,
who will probably come off
the bench, are good enough
to start on most mid-major
teams. In fact, O'Toole hasn't
yet named his opening night
starting lineup, so they could
be good enough to start on this
team, too.
I don't like the Stags' new
cut-off style uniforms. Other

Elizabeth Cooper/The Mirror

Crew tribute: Members of the Fairfield University men's club crew team carry in the teams new boat dedicated to the late Frank Marx '04. Marx served as the team captain last year before his death last spring.
BY ELIZABETH COOPER

Fairfield University's men's
crew team dedicated a new boat to
former crew member Frank Marx
'04 last Saturday during Alumni
Weekend.
The dedication took place in
Alumni Hall between the men's
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and women's scrimmage basketball games. Mark Reed, Marx's
father and Fr. Jeffrey von Arx all
spoke at the dedication, and von
Arx blessed the boat.
According to Coach Jim
Heneghan, Marx, a four-year
rower, was the team's strongest
member. He served as captain
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during his senior year.
Friends and family of Marx
were in attendance and welcomed
to a reception at the Alumni House
after the games.
The men's crew team will
warp up their season this Sunday
at the Dowling Invitational in
Oakdale, NY.
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college teams, have gone with
the look over the past few
years, but they're goofy looking. I doubt that the.university
decided to ditch the traditional
tank tops in order to sell more
merchandise, but the idea did
cross my mind.
The Stags should play at
least two or three regular season
home games at Alumni Hall.
Playing in an oversized venue
like the Arena at Harbor Yard,
no matter how nice the place
is, is a crucial disadvantage.
Alumni Hall would be sold
out and very loud, and playing
there would get students excited
about the team.
The pep band is a lot better
this year, but they still should
leave most of the cheering to
the fans. They've added about
ten people, and I'm no expert on
trumpets and saxophones, but
they must be pretty good. All
good home court advantages
include good bands, and these
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